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S/0202/17/OL: Land at Teversham Road, Fulbourn

Dear Ms Baird,

 I have lived in Fulbourn for 14 years, and I object strongly to this application.

This site has always been judged, by SCDC and by the Parish Council, to be unsuitable for 
housing. It is too wet: any housing estate which must rely on permanent duckboards for pedestrian 
access between its houses is in the wrong place, and obviously unsustainable.

One result of this is that the necessary safety infrastructure of storm drains, water channels  and 
holding ponds would have to be very elaborate. Maintaining that “in perpetuity” should not be a 
charge to SCDC, since it has been spelled out by Cambridgeshire Highways that none of the 
estate roads would be adopted, and Castlefield  themselves have accepted that all the 
infrastructure would remain private. So a very large and robust financial guarantee is needed, 
which at the September Inquiry Castlefield were not willing to give.

My first substantive point is that, if one makes a sensible estimate of all this infrastructure cost and 
applies the typical discount rate to its repair liabilities over a century, the up front guarantee needs 
to be at least £15m. Anything less would risk saddling future SCDC taxpayers with an unfair bill, 
and is therefore grounds for refusal. I hope this point will be covered carefully , with a full financial 
analysis, in your advice to Councillors.

My second point is that this application must be viewed in conjunction with Ida Darwin (S/0670/17/
OL), which is less than a kilometre away and will create more than 200 new houses (15% of the 
current size of Fulbourn). The two estates would rely on the same roads into the village centre, and 
on Teversham  Road for travel to North Cambridge and the A14. So a fresh traffic analysis is 
needed, especially since Teversham Road is the only vehicle access (and in a difficult location) for 
the estate proposed by Castlefield.

Please let me know the date of the Planning Committee hearing, which I expect to attend.

Yours sincerely,

                        

Mrs E R Culshaw

  




